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Callaway Club Fitting Day Review
Thursday, 5th August, Rod from Callaway Golf came to visit and showcased the
entire Callaway range.
We had a full booking sheet of fittings beginning at 10am and finished just after
5:30pm.
Thank you to all the members and visitors who supported the day.
In each of the fittings the client had the opportunity to compare their current
equipment with the new range and see what performance gains were achieved.
The process uses a Trackman launch monitor to capture shot data, comparing
things like clubhead speed, ball speed, distance and dispersion to allow Rod to
suggest the most suitable equipment for your game.

Many members saw impressive improvements in ball flight, consistency and
distance gains.
If you haven’t been to a fitting session before I strongly encourage you to book in
to experience the process and see how the correct fitted equipment can help you
with your game.
Thank you to Matt Portelli for the review.

Ron Healey and Paul Prendergast were among many Club members who took the
opportunity to receive some valuable advice from Rod.
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MANAGER'S REPORT - AUGUST 2021
Jeff Graham
Hello Members,
Whilst penning this newsletter report, I am watching the Daniel Andrews
press conference in anticipation that Regional Victoria will shortly be
released from hard lock-down and the sports we love will again be open for
participation. I'm cautiously optimistic that by the time you read this, my hopes will have
come true.
Great Coaching!

Some great news, Matt Portelli is making some great inroads with his junior and beginner
golf programs. Due to demand, Matt his doubled the frequency of junior classes at
Bairnsdale (to twice a week) and has received some tremendous interest in his adult
beginner classes. As we have stated prior, the success of these programs go a long way to
the future success of our club, and equally to the success of Matt Portelli's business. If you
know anyone who may be interested in the programs, please forward this information or
put them in touch with Matt of 0476 696 486
Appointment of Christian Graham (not related!)

Our replacement for the retiring David Wallace has been confirmed. Just before our current
lock-down the club appointed Christian Graham to fill the role of course groundsman.
Christian has a long history in Turf with a really strong background in Irrigation. Christian
is reasonably new to the area and is really looking forward to commencing, the minute this
current lock down ends. Make sure you give him a wave and say g'day if you see him on
the course.
Major Raffle & the trouble with Social Events:

It's appearing more and more likely that running major social events (such as the Trivia &
Casino night) is a fair way off. The Social Committee has been mulling over the best way
to raise some funds for the club and we believe we have struck upon a quality prospect to
fill the void. Over the past year we have managed to procure a number of great donations,
some with exceptional worth and value. We believe that a major raffle with a total prize
pool of close to $10,000 is very achievable with members support. We currently have
around $6,000 worth of prizes and we are looking for (new) prize donations we can add to
the raffle. If you have items or services of worth, please let me know and we will graciously add them to the pool.
Callaway and Srixon Fitting Days:

The recent Callaway fitting day at BGC was successfully completed with 11 members
receiving club fits. Unfortunately, the news of the lock-down (with all 2 hours notice)
landed that afternoon and our Melbourne based fitter had to hightail it back home cutting
the last fitting in half. Its great to see so many members supporting the club by purchasing
equipment through our golf shop. On the flip side, the Srixon day was cancelled for a 2 nd
time and it this stage we don't have a rescheduled date, when we do we will once again
advertise the event.
Keep your eye on the Cafe

We are getting very close to releasing a new “always available” menu for the Golf Shop
cafe. Joh Wyllie and the bakers have done a power of work testing, cooking and chasing
new suppliers and soon there will be a much bigger choice of food for golfers, bowlers and
visitors. The overall success of the cafe came as somewhat of a surprise last year and we
certainly plan to make the most of it going forwards.
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT - AUGUST 2021
Hello to all members
I had hoped to be able to report that Golf & Bowls would re-open by now,
however we are still waiting for the Premier to announce when Regional Victoria
will have some release from the current lockdown.
I find it astounding that we can be locked down in 2 hours and then be advised by
the Premier early last week that Regional Victoria will be released this week. Now it appears
that this announcement will not happen for a further few days. This is having a huge impact on
local business as well as sporting clubs.
I sincerely hope there is some good news by the end of the week seeing we have had NIL
Covid cases in our region. I am so sorry for the impact this had had on our staff and members.
On a brighter note, the recent rain will have ensured our golf course and bowls greens are in
excellent shape for the spring season.
I trust there is something brighter to report on in the September report
Regards,

STEPHEN MANN (President)

TREASURER’S REPORT - AUGUST 2021
David Pollard
Hello readers,
Firstly, I hope you are safe and ready to resume golf and bowls whenever we
can. Following is our performance based against July’s budget.
Bank Accounts – as at 6 September 2021
• Trading Account
$223,498.11 Credit Funds
• Holding Account
$ 14,106.45 Credit Funds
I note we have closed the Term deposit and returned the funds to our Trading Account.
RESULTS V BUDGET
Income is over by $16,000 (good)
• The revenues based on participation are down as you would expect.
• The Pro Shop is operating better than budgeted, but this is mainly due to lower wages
for the period.
• Sponsorship is going well, being well above budget.
• We also benefitted from a Grant that we had not expected.
Expenses are under $6,500 (good)
• We are going ok across the board for expenses.
• As with some Income, the participation costs are down, Competition prizes,
Affiliations etc.
Net Profit (Before Depreciation) is over $22,500 (good)
While this is a good result, to beat budget, we must remember we are living in ‘odd times’.
Let’s hope we can begin the journey back to ‘normality’ sooner rather than later.

David.
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WOMEN'S GOLF - AUGUST 2021
Women's President Jenny Ellis
I wonder how long we have freedom this time round?
I must admit I have been very busy during lockdown.
With the heavens opening up, I found I had water frontage. Not the kind that
would add value to my property. After a call to the plumber, a good work out
in the trenches, mud everywhere and I mean everywhere! With three dogs and a four year
old coming and going you can imagine the mess.
Looking forward to catching up with everyone. Whilst shopping, I bumped into Judy
Stewart who was wearing heavy bandages on her deeply cut stitched fingers compliments
of a shattered door handle. Oh boy! We are all feeling for you Jude.
Anne Cross said she had been going to the park and was practicing her short game so
watch out when we start back for real. Well done Anne.
I have another coaching lesson with Matt on the weekend, I think I had better take along
my 5 iron which has been relegated to the shed because it has not been behaving itself
since I bought it off Maree Piera. It was her favourite! Do you think it is sulking!
Take care see you on the course soon.
Jenny.

WOMEN'S CAPTAIN’S REPORT - AUGUST 2021
Sue Brook
Well here we go again:
Like the proverbial yoyo. One minute we are in lockdown the next minute
we are out. How great it would be if all Victorians could abide by the rules so
we could all get back to some kind of normality. But I guess that isn’t
going to happen anytime soon. Anyway onto matters of golf. Not a great deal to report
for obvious reasons.
A very big congratulations to:
Ginny Quist winner of singles knockout against Carolyn Hine with 1up.
Monthly Medal winner August 11th Jean Murray 70 nett.
Silver spoon Winner final play off held August 11th was Ros Pearce 93 gross/ 73 nett.
Fiona Gray on getting an eagle on the 6th hole (in my dreams).
After much deliberation by Women’s Committee re our Marion Dwyer Day, which as you
all know has already been postponed twice, well, fingers crossed third time lucky!
Recognising that this day is a stand alone event and very significant in our yearly golfing
calendar, it will now be held on the 12 th November that is if Covid doesn’t stand in the
way once again. Let's hope that the Covid rules have eased somewhat by then. If the cut
off point happens to be 80 entries then so be it. I know there will probably be a few ladies
thinking that it is too close to our tournament and the Lakes Classic but it is the only date
available that does not encroach on other East Gippsland club events.
I would just like to say thankyou to Janet Gibson and Claudia Watson who have helped me
immensely throughout all this toing and froing with Marion Dwyer Day. It has not been
easy.
Well that is all from me, stay safe and hope to see you all
very soon.
Regards, Sue Brook Women’s Captain
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COURSE MANAGEMENT - AUGUST 2021
Craig Rimington
August has had the feeling of an early Spring, with some warmer afternoon high
temperatures and light winds. Yet again we have been forced into lockdown and have been
hampered by significant rainfalls we have received 138mm between August 23rd and
September 6th (over 15 days). This rainfall has filled the large irrigation storage, causing
spill over into adjoining land bordering the 13th hole.
This has caused slow water movement through the course drainage network. We have also received extra
rainfall run off from adjoining land on holes 2nd and 3rd. The positive from this is that it has highlighted
the need to modify and add additional drainage to many areas of the course to improve playing conditions.
Course Management Practices undertaken during August have included: Preparations for day to day running of all Club events golf and bowls; sponsor
signage upgrades; drinking bubbler improvements; laying of new sod in high traffic
areas on the 5th tee and greens surround; insecticide applications to all short grass
playing surfaces and repairs to bunker washaways.
Newly built drainage pit for LHS greenside bunker 8th hole; IPM spray management programs; weed control, bunkers; machinery maintenance and general course
maintenance practices.
Greens have been 8mm solid tine aerated twice in the last 5 weeks and have had two sand
dusting applications. The greens have held up to the recent rainfall and are looking good
coming into Spring.
This week the greens were treated with high rates of growth regulator for Poa annua management,
applications of insecticide and fungicide. Granular fertilizer has been applied to greens 3rd and 4th.
Grooming/Verti cutting of select greens will take place during September when required.
Bowling Greens We have made the most of the lockdown and some good weather days on the Bowls
greens performing a mini renovation. Both greens have received a -3mm Verti cut which has removed
some winter die back to open the surface for new growth.
Additionally, we borrowed a Pro Core aerator from Traralgon Golf Club and both
greens have been aerated with 8mm and 5mm tines to a depth of 3 and 1.5 inches,
this was followed by a granular fertilizer application and soil fungicide treatments.
Unfortunately, we are seeing early signs of the ERI disease in the bottom green, we
plan to increase fertility to this green to improve the surface.
Weed spraying has taken place in Bowls surrounds gardens, we will require some
member assistance with some weeding and pruning as we are busy with other work.
Tees Divoting of tees has been on a fortnightly or as needs basis.
Recent rains have highlighted the need to rectify some problem areas on cart paths and this ongoing work
will take place when time permits.
Fairways General maintenance has taken place for the month, herbicide applications have been postponed
due to rainfall.
Bunkers General maintenance has taken place including spraying for weeds and grasses, sand leveling
and edging. We have had a firefighting pump running all day the last week removing water from slow
draining bunkers, also tending to washed out bunker faces.
Just a reminder to please enter and exit bunkers from the lowest point, refrain from walking up and raking
of the bunker faces, return bunker rakes to the center of the bunker when exiting.
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COURSE MANAGEMENT - AUGUST 2021 (cont.)
Vegetation Spraying for weeds and grasses in garden beds. We are
continuing with select pruning, dead wooding and weight reduction
on trees around the course using the pole saw.
Weather put a halt on works around the 16th tee where we have been
thinning out the Lomandra plantings. We plan to continue this work
around all required tees.
Rainfall
August 2020
76.5 mm (no. rain days 10)
Year to date 2020
518.4 mm
August 2021
66 mm (no. rain days 10)
Year to date 2021
508 mm
Temperature Averages
Ave Min – 6 degrees
Ave Max – 16 degrees

Works Program for September
2021 to include: Preparation for all Club and
corporate events golf and bowls;
growth regulator applications;
post-emergent herbicide spraying
fairways/ greens surrounds;
vegetation pruning; path repairs
(crushed rock); fertilising and
topdressing new Couch sod areas;
machinery maintenance; Red azolla
control, continue applications 3rd
Wetland; IPM control program.
Issues which may arise from
committee meeting.
Works program may vary due to
weather conditions.
Craig Rimington
Course Superintendent
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CAPTAIN’S REPORT - AUGUST 2021
Denis Sing (Acting Captain)
Once again we find ourselves in and out of lockdown and as a result a limited
amount of golf was played in August.
We did manage to play a 4BBB on Saturday August 14th. which saw Paul
Prendergast and Gavin Braybrook victorious on 46 points, ahead of Damien
Tubb and Daryl Newell.
On Saturday 21st. August a small number of members managed to complete a stroke round
before the snap lockdown was announced. Jack Young with a 68 nudged out Chris Rose
on a count back. Unfortunately that was it for competition in August.
September, at least, sees a return to social golf for the moment. Hopefully competition golf
will recommence soon.
The course should be in tip-top condition as Spring unfolds, despite the recent deluge, as
there has been no traffic.
Projecting forward, we hope to see the finalisation of the Singles and Fourball knockouts
in the near future. Our Annual Tournament is scheduled for late October so hopefully this
will go ahead unhindered.
I would like to take the opportunity to welcome back our well travelled and rested Captain,
Marty. Hopefully you will see him around the Club soon.
In the meantime seize the opportunity for social golf until we can all get back to some
normality.
Good hitting,

Denis.

Rob Barton, Steve Legg and Wayne Reddaway during July competitions.
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THURSDAY GOLF - AUGUST 2021
Chris Savige
Another disrupted month of golf on our calendar and a forced break from
playing one of the safest participation sports during a pandemic. Only tennis
rates lower. If our golf course was a venue subject to one person per 4 square
metres, we would be allowed to have 101,171 people on our course.
Generally, the maximum number than can play comfortably is 144 players or each of us
taking up 2,180 square metres each.
Anyway, golf has failed to sway the medicos so let’s relive the last time we played.
Our month started with a stableford competition sponsored by the Nicholson Hotel.
Rick Lucas saluted in A Grade with 36 points. Bill Dahlsen bobbed up in B Grade with 37
whilst Donald May started the month strongly with 38 points. Little did he know that a
couple of weeks later, playing from the ladies tee, he would rack up 15 points. D Grade was
a surprise to all who know him, Barry Kubale won with 38 points. The drug test was inconclusive and it was sent to the city for further analysis. Those results are still outstanding.
NAGA was sadly left in the hands of Thursday debutant Andrew Savige on 20 points. He
was left holding the bag because Chris Tilley vanished quickly after having 15 points.
Medal day was sponsored by Bill Flack and he didn’t get to present the medal because Ian
McCoy played in the morning and had a cracking 65 nett. Hard luck story of the day was in
D Grade where Ron Healey had 66 nett and didn’t he let us know how unlucky he was during the longest speech of the year from a player who ran second. Geoff Cooper won A with
69 and the Mysterious Mustang driver again pillaged us with a 70 nett. Ian Templeton
would be the most consistent stroke player this year by far. Good news travels quickly and
the NAGA has a certain appeal like the Fex Ex Cup playoffs and after a week of wallowing
in self pity with 15 points, Chris Tilley fronted the crowd after a 97 nett. Not only did he
qualify for the NAGA playoffs, he gave us a speech nearly as long a Ron’s. Pity we didn’t
have an Auslan Intrepreter, we might have known what he said.
We squeezed in one more game before lockdown, it was a Stableford event sponsored by
Terry Hughes. The days winner was Gordon Gibson with 41 points. Was not sure whether
he was still on the course or he played in the morning but the consensus was, it may have
been a slow 41. Peter Woodcock had the next best score to win D Grade with 40.
John Fitzclarence saluted in B Grade with 36 points, obviously inspired by his playing
partners for the day – Earmuff Doug Law and the Green Councillor Stow. D Grade winner
was Steve Hall with 39. Again Andrew Savige was left holding the NAGA after Max
Shearman vanished after his 15 points.
Hopefully we get back on the course in September, it will be a busy period up to Christmas
breakup, so look forward to seeing you all on the course. Big thanks to our sponsors for the
month especially Terry and Bill for putting their money where their mouth is and allowing
us to play our competitions as we have been accustomed. Think about sponsoring a Thursday for next years program, our Thursday is a lot of fun and we get to play on a great golf
course every week, so you will always get your money’s worth.
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Newsletter #2 - Aug 2021
Hello Members & Subscribers,
Support strong in East Gippsland!
Stop, start, stop, start, stop... Yes that's the pattern since I began coaching full
time in mid July, however I must thank all Members and Clients that have been
so supportive over these uncertain times. Fingers crossed we will be allowed to
play our great game again soon.
Group coaching programs have begun since the last newsletter. Junior programs for term three
have seen seventeen kids enrolled at Bairnsdale GC and eight kids at Maffra GC. We hope to
get out on the course as soon as lockdown lifts, to put the skills learnt in the first few sessions to
good use. The get into golf adult beginners program saw ten ladies enrol. Yes that's a full class!
We completed one of five sessions on a brilliant Saturday afternoon before the pause.
I completed an all abilities session for physical and visually impaired participants, at Maffra
GC, through the support of Brenton Dinsdale at Gippsport. We have plans to get the ball rolling
in this space at both GC's once lockdown lifts. All abilities and Special Olympics Australia
programs play a pivotal role in providing participants at any level the opportunity to play golf.
If you know of anyone, at any age or skill level, that may be interested in learning to play,
please get in contact.
I recently successfully applied for an equipment funding grant through Golf Australia. This
grant will allow me to purchase extra equipment for junior golfers in the 5-7 age range and
modified clubs for all abilities participants. Once again I thank Golf Australia for their ongoing
support in assisting with my programs.
Lastly, Jeff and I will be running a Junior Master Class session at Bairnsdale & Maffra GC's (Covid
restrictions permitting) on the 20th & 21st September, to support the Gippsland Super 6 tour event
at Warragul GC in November. These sessions are limited and registration is essential. Please click
on the image below to be re directed to the rego portal.

Click here to register

Click here to register
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Individual Lessons
Looking for improvement in your game?
A subscription package or individual lesson is the best way for me
to educate, improve and have you reaching your full potential on
the course.
Subscription packages are a great long term commitment to improvement and are strictly
limited. Almost 50% of places now sold! Get in quick as the remaining spots are sure to fill up
over spring.
Newsletter subscriber discounts - If you are on the subscriber list (that's anyone receiving this
newsletter) you are entitled to a one off 10% discount off your next individual lesson (excludes
packages).
To book please click on the link below

Book a Lesson

Until next time, keep swinging!
Matt Portelli
M: 0474 696 486

©2021 Matt Portelli - All Abilities Golf Coaching | Eagle Point, Victoria, Australia
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THURSDAY ANNUAL COMPETITIONS.
Hi all.
The Covid lock down has only allowed one stableford round this month, 26 th.
Aug. & 2nd Sept. lost. We did manage to get in the stroke round for the Wigg
Trophy. This round was also the Thursday Annual Stroke Elimination qualifier
and the list of the 32 who made it is on the Thursday notice board. It does not
look as though we will make the September 9 round but maybe replace the
Stableford on the 16th.
Points are awarded from 15 down to 1 on countback on each Thursday
round of Stableford competition from February to November and in the case
of the Ian Wigg, Thursday stroke/medal rounds from February to December.
The players amassing the most points win the trophy and a voucher. Listings
of the top 40 in these comps are on the Thursday Notice Board at the front
door of the Pro-Shop.

18 Holes Stableford Rob Maitland Memorial
Not many changes with only the one round, Rick Lucas remains in front with 63
points holding a handy lead of 14 over Tim Jones on 49 with Bill Dahlsen following
on 43, the top three did not add to their scores. Ken Smith was the only mover
going to 42 points followed by Fred Jackson on 40.

Front 9 Stableford Sponsored by Norm Bambury
There was some changes here, Peter McCallum’s lead was short lived with Laurie
Brown continuing to pick up enough points to take him into the lead on 51, Rick
Ross also slid past Peter into second place on 46. Peter remains on 45. Gordon
Gibson added 8 points to take him to 44 and John Fleischer adding 14 jumps out of
the pack to take him into fifth on 41.

Westpac Back 9 Stableford
The only change on the Back Nine was Paul Prendergast moving up to 50 points to
take fifth place. The four leaders did not add to their scores after scoring in the past
4 rounds Jim Cugley could not make it 5 in a row but his 70 points gives him a
handy lead over Rick Lucas 57. Tim Jones on 54 is followed by Rob Barton 53 who
is looking for a bit of form to make a late run. Kevin Naughton is on 49.

Ian Wigg Memorial Stroke Trophy
Ian Templeton has moved further ahead in the Wigg Trophy, he has scored in three
of the six rounds played, his medal earned him 15, runner up 14 and 10 this month
takes him to 39. Gordon Gibson added 12 points to take him second place joining
Paul Prendergast on 27, followed by Grant Handasyde 25, Gavin Braybrook
moving to 24 and Brian Wray 22.

Ron Healey Thursday Golf
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HISTORY Ron Healey - Historian
EXCERPTS FROM THE NEXT MINUTE BOOK DATING
FROM 15TH OCTOBER 1957 TO 3RD MAY 1960.
The Committee Meeting held at the Club House on October 6th, 1959.
Discussed the problems with the 9th Green, and it was decided that the relaying of this
green would be contracted out. Play was to be resumed on all permanent greens and that
the temporary 9th green be sanded.
House Committee submitted plans of a proposed alteration to the Club House and it was
recommended that draft plans be provided to the Honorary Architect Mr C E S Russell for
final drawing up and submission to builders.
An offer was accepted from Mr H Marsh to supply materials for the construction of an
open air BBQ, and that a Bricklayer be employed under the direction of the House
Committee and in accordance with the plans suggested by Mr Marsh.
Program for the continuation of the Golf Season was discussed and it was moved that from
October 12, 4BBB events be held on alternate Saturdays (this would possibly cause a riot
nowadays).
Elimination of cape weed was causing a problem, and Green Committee members were
rostered for watering of greens.
“Seemed to be a fairly un-eventful meeting but still did not finish until 10.50pm. Drinks
must have went late.”
At the Committee Meeting held at the Club House on November 17th, 1959 accounts
were presented for payment with the overdraft standing at £3585.
The Greens Committee requested approval to purchase approximately 1233 feet of ¾”
plastic hose at the best possible price, and that the tender ofMr. J Shanahan of £50 which
included 3 drivers, two Trucks and a front end loader for the re-building of the 9th Green.
(Those were the days)
Mr A Blythe recommended that a Special Committee meeting be held for the purposes of
course inspection and the laying down of a master plan for course alterations and directions
to the Greenkeeper. Tentative date Sunday December 6th.
An offer by Mr Keith Shepherd to donate an Honour Board to the Club was received and
accepted with thanks. Board to be called:
BAIRNSDALE GOLF CLUB
Eagle Point Course
Officially opened April 12, 1958

Names of President, Captain, Champion and Secretary as from that date be included.
It is very likely that the current Office Bearers Honour Board so named, shown above is
the original one?
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HISTORY (cont.)
An offer to supply a dart board by Mr J Anketell was also accepted.
Alan Blythe was looking at the possibility of an organised school for young players.
A refrigerator was to come available from the RSL, J Pallot was to obtain an option
subject to a trial period to ascertain suitability.
The next Meeting was held at the Club House on December 1st, 1959 and matters from
the previous meeting were, Honour Board had been completed and installed, the RSL
refrigerator held in abeyance.
Discussions were held regarding the necessity for a Capital Replacement Fund to prepare
for repayment of debentures.
The conclusion of work on the Mines Department bore was expected just after Xmas, and
that flood irrigation was being considered, by-passing the Dam.
Alan Blythe was investigating the availability of second hand bricks for the BBQ.
An Iron Frame piano was offered to the Club for £75 and it was decided to buy it.
Mr N. Roberts had authorised the sale of the Electric Stove he had donated and this was to
be used as a deposit on a new stove value approx. £15.
Christmas Bonuses were granted to staff, Mr Greenwood long time Greenkeeper £30 up
£5 on last year, Mr C Robinson £5 (as far as I can ascertain part time asst. greenkeeper)
and Bar Manager Les Tipper £20.
An item was listed that consideration be given to the purchase of the Eagles Nest Garage
and that investigations should be carried out relating to price. (I remembered something
about Eagles Nest in previous write ups and this item is from December 1957 “The Club
piano was to be left at the Eagle nest Roadhouse??? ” Is it the same place?)
I can only presume that it is a tin shed maybe suitable for a machinery workshop.
We may find out in coming editions!
Course equipment was discussed and quotations were to be obtained for new Mower
Gangs and the availability and pricing of a second hand Tractor. Mr J Anketell was to
follow this through. Messrs. B Jeffries, Mr G D Mitton and Mr D Sargood were admitted
as new members, Mrs E Jeffries was added to the ladies' waiting list.

Ron Healey
Historian
The Bairnsdale Golf Club welcome our most
recent new members. We wish them a happy and successful
association with their new Club.

Julie Percival Mark Spurr Helen Ward
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SUNDAY GOLF - AUGUST 2021
Much to the dismay of our dedicated Sunday golfers, we have seen limited competition in
August again due to the Covid wrecking ball.
Sunday, 1st. August saw a field of 55 players contesting a mixed Stableford event.
Zetty Clark won with a creditable score of 34, as did Peter Lacey finishing on 36,
narrowly edging out Peter McCallum on the same score. Thank you to Leading Edge for
their ongoing generous sponsorship.
The following Sunday saw the course closed due to a Covid lockdown.
On Sunday 15th. August we were fortunate enough to run a competition, a Stableford
event, with the men playing off the red tees and the women teeing off the blue markers.
Handicaps were adjusted accordingly! This event proved to be a lot of fun and generated
a lot of banter back at the clubhouse.
Our Sunday golf support of the Paynesville Ambulance Auxiliary was gratefully
acknowledged by Ruth Wilson, who attended to congratulate the winners on the day.
Daryl Newell was outright winner for the men with a score of 34. Ian Fleischer was
runner-up with 33. Jenny Archibald was victorious on a terrific 37 and Angela Fleischer
came in with 32 points.
Unfortunately the following two Sundays of August saw the course shut down due to
Covid restrictions.
We look forward to getting back to social golf and competitions in the near future.
In the meantime, stay safe everyone and keep up that backyard practice!

Sunday Committee rep. Janet Gibson with Ruth Wilson (Paynesville Ambulance Aux.) and men's event winner Daryl Newell,
runner-up Ian Fleischer, ladies' winner Jenny Archibald, and runner-up Angela Fleischer.
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After a really awful
shot, the beginner had
taken a huge divot and
looked helplessly at
his caddie.
"What should I do?"
"Well, if you can get
that divot home, plant
tomatoes in it."

BAIRNSDALE ADVERTISER TUESDAY OCT. 29, 1909
Saturday - A mixed doubles handicap, for a trophy presented by
the single members of the Bairnsdale Golf Club, was played
over an 18-hole course by the married members and won by Mr.
and Mrs. A. J. Entwisle.
The following were the three best cards handed in: A. J.
Entwisle and Mrs. Entwisle gross 99, handicap 12, nett 87;
Dr. Glassford and Mrs. J. D. Hope gross 101, handicap 11, nett
90; A. Jenner and Mrs. J. W. L. Jackson gross 102, handicap
11, nett 91.

Stand proud you noble swingers of clubs and losers of balls.....
A recent study found the average golfer walks about 900 miles a year.
Another study found golfers drink, on average, 22 gallons of alcohol a year.
That means, on average, golfers get about 41 miles to the gallon.
Kind of makes you proud. Almost feel like a hybrid.

ANSWER:
13th. green looking
across to the 15th.
fairway.

He's in this edition
somewhere. This is
where he was last
month. P. 16
BAIRNSDALE GOLF CLUB INC.
1090 Paynesville Road,
Eagle Point. 3878
P.O. Box 485, Bairnsdale. 3875
A.B.N. 58 801938 139
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Clubhouse: 5156 6252
Pro Shop: 5156 6847
Email:
club@bairnsdalegolf.com.au
Website:
www.bairnsdalegolf.com.au

